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Currently, three academic institutions of the federal state of Bremen offer various programmes in informatics. The universities of applied sciences offer technical informatics, applied informatics and have included media informatics (Bremen University of Applied Sciences) and informatics/economic informatics (Bremerhaven University of Applied Sciences) into the curriculum only recently. The University of Bremen offers the diploma programme informatics and the newly established BSc/MSc programme media informatics. The share of women in these programmes lies between 4.5% (technical informatics) and 30% (media informatics).

Since 1998 a two-week annual summer programme for women in informatics has been held within the range of the project Informatica Feminale at the Department of Mathematics and Informatics at the University of Bremen. The programme offers courses in informatics by female lecturers from science and practical work and is primarily directed to female students in informatics as well as to interested women with corresponding knowledge (see Oechtering & Vosseberg 99).

In their coalition agreement, the political parties SPD and CDU in Bremen stipulated that "an academic programme of informatics for women will be established in one of the academic institutions in Bremen" (coalition agreement 1999). With the intention of realising this resolution in a constructive and co-operative way, representatives of the informatics' programmes in Bremen, the Equal Opportunities Officers of the Universities of Applied Sciences of Bremen and Bremerhaven and the University of Bremen met last autumn for a "round table" under the moderation of Bremen’s Federal State Equal Opportunities Officer. Here, an outline was drafted how the concerning academic institutions could generally realise "women-oriented studies in informatics" by a range of mutually agreed measures in the federal state of Bremen. Here, the expertise of the project Informatica Feminale is supposed to act as a guideline. While an international programme of informatics for women is intended to be established at the Bremen University of Applied Sciences (see Viereck 99, Meyer-Braun 99), the coeducational programmes at the Bremerhaven University of Applied Sciences and the University of Bremen are intended to be optimised by additional attractive course offers for women. Finally, the measures to be taken in all informatics programmes are aiming at realising a significant increase in the share of women among students.

1. Study Reform and New Target Groups

The dynamic development of computer technology and its applications creates a permanent need for continuous curricular development in informatics. The establishment
of new programmes like economic or media informatics that at the same time approach new target groups of students represents the most radical way into this direction.

So far, the informatics programmes principally attract young men who have already been interested in natural sciences and mathematics as pupils and of whom many have already gathered considerable experience in computing in their leisure time. In the meantime the inner disciplinary discussion about study subjects in informatics and abilities the students are supposed to achieve for a successful career has named a number of educational deficits. Those deficits can especially be found in communicational and co-operational capabilities: the development of task-oriented software for different fields of life requires not only the understanding of these fields but also the co-operation with users and the capability to listen and communicate (see Pressman & Herron 1993, Lederer & Prasad 1992). The corresponding aspects should be emphasised in education and be portrayed as relevant to the public. Thus, the rather technical-scientific image of informatics would be enriched and chances are that it will attract young people with more than just technical competencies and interests.

In the past years several projects have been performed on a governmental and federal level where the focus was on women as a target group (an overview of these projects is included in Oechtering 1998). These projects focussed on various aspects of university studies that represent special obstacles for women. After the projects’ conclusion the reform measures were seldom integrated into the regular curriculum. By establishing new regular course offers for women in the coeducational informatics programme at Bremen University it is now intended to reform all phases of the informatics studies according to the interests of women, thus attracting more women on a permanent basis.

When referring to the target group "women" in the following, we would like to emphasise that the spectrum of men interested in informatics' programmes ought to be enlarged, too. Our measures for academic study reform are explicitly designed for the purpose of women. However, after their first deployment it should be checked which incentives for improving the curriculum and the overall study conditions they may offer.

2. Women as Addressees of Additional Course Offers

Men and women have different motives for beginning to study informatics. Britta Schinzel and her co-workers determined in a nation-wide empirical study (Schinzel et al. 1999, pp. 17) that the main reasons given by male students were their interest in the subject and their talent for informatics. However, apart from interest and talent the main reasons given by female students were the variety of career possibilities and the prospects of a secure job. According to Schinzel, this may be due to the fact, that women decide to study informatics "out of very rational reasons" and very often this decision is made after they left school. This result is confirmed by inquiries among female students studying informatics for the first semester in Bremen. Every academic year sees a significant share of women having already undergone a professional training or a change in the academic discipline.
When planning attractive courses in informatics women have to be perceived and regarded in their diversity (Martin & Murchie-Beyma 1992). With this, differences between women and in contrast to male students of informatics are referred to. In order to appeal various groups of women it seems especially important to consider new aspects of the curriculum in relation to

- their differently developed former interest in technology and their experiences so far, e.g. experience and know-how acquired by using computers, by lessons in informatics or more general school subjects like mathematics, physics, experiences gained in technology-related vocational training or even work experience (see Beermann et al. 1992, Funken et al. 1996, Westram 1999),
- the more or less significant time span between graduation from school and the beginning of the studies in combination with the different styles of learning, learning interests and knowledge e.g. in mathematics (see Schütt & Lewin 1998, chapters 6 and 15),
- their additional knowledge and interests, which are reflected by their frequent choices of school subjects like languages, the arts and social sciences or the scientific school subject biology or by their primary study subjects at university (see Schütt & Lewin 1998, chapters 8 and 9),
- various experiences in male-dominated learning/teaching and working situations,
- different experiences in mono-educational course offers for women, e.g. experience in separate school lessons for boys and girls that is only seldom gained by visiting a girls’ school, in computer courses for girls/women (Funken et al. 1996, Westram 1999) and
- the different financial and private situations like e.g. the necessity to finance the studies by jobbing or to study part-time due to the family-related reasons (see Schütt & Lewin 1998, chapters 8 and 9).

Only a few of these aspects have so far been considered when women are to be interested in informatics programmes or when new curricula are to be outlined. Women only accept additional or special course offers, if these represent a chance to eliminate deficits in knowledge or if the presented topics are especially attractive to them. This has been outlined in research regarding co-education and gender separation in natural sciences and technology. It has been confirmed by the project Informatica Feminale for the field of informatics. Our planned additional or special course offers are supposed to be chosen by women according to their individual prerequisites and interests.

3. New Course Offers to Women

In the following, five bundles of measures will be described that are intended to supplement the course offers in the informatics programme at the University of Bremen.

They are based on the status quo in Bremen and take up current reform discussions. The initiative is supported by the university headquarters.
New Course Offers to Women in Informatics

1. Connecting informatics to further application subjects in the undergraduate programme
2. Interdisciplinary lecture projects in the graduate programme
3. New concepts to introduce practical informatics and mathematics
4. Integrating the summer programme of Informatica Feminale
5. Connecting university studies with student job interests

3.1 Connecting Informatics to Further Application Subjects in the Undergraduate Programme

Informatics is still a very young discipline with many interdisciplinary elements and offering widely secure future prospects on the job market. The academic informatics programme in Bremen\(^1\) puts great emphasis on its application orientation and deals with the interlocked development of technology, work, politics and culture in research and education. The discipline integrates subjects regarded at other universities as subsidiary subjects under the heading of “applied informatics”.

So far, the discipline consists of three integrated application subjects (“Fachinformatiken”) are well established in the informatics programme. Academic lecturers from informatics offer courses on media informatics, business informatics and production informatics, teaching basic criteria, models and methods of the respective relevant sciences in combination with basic questions of computer support and presenting exemplary application systems. The three "Fachinformatiken" are framed by further general, introductory lectures as well as special lectures related to software development. Students are free to choose a different application subject and study it thoroughly. However this option is rarely chosen. Therefore, the enlargement of students’ choices with respect to application subjects was recommended by the evaluators of the informatics programmes in the Nordverbund\(^2\) (see evaluation report (Arbeitsgruppe Evaluation der Lehre 1995)).

Here, we have a good starting point to integrate subject-related interests by women into informatics. The co-operation between such university programmes with an especially high share of female students thus emphasising a subject-related study interest of women is to be cultivated as a special offer for women. Together with programmes from medicine and health science, educational science, cultural studies and social science or for example the biology programme from natural sciences attractive combinations of

---

\(^1\) In the following, “informatics” does always have the meaning of “academic informatics programme”

\(^2\) The “Nordverbund” refers to universities in Germany’s northern federal states Bremen, Hamburg, Schleswig-Holstein, Lower Saxony and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern intending to establish the academic discipline of informatics for women only.
subsidary application curricula for both sides might be developed. Considerably large parts of courses in the application subjects ought to be accompanied by lecturers from informatics (two lecturers for each course, preferably women). Only female students from informatics and the co-operating programme ought to be eligible. 

Thus, not only interesting alternatives for the existing "Fachinformatiken" will be created but female students of the subsidiary programmes will be brought into contact with informatics and might possibly be attracted to further studies of informatics.

3.2. Interdisciplinary Projects in the Graduate Programme

For their graduate studies at Bremen University students of informatics take part in a four semester project. "Thus, the students shall be given the opportunity to analyse a given task, specify it, apply the learned scientific methods for solving it and present the results according to scientific demands." (Curriculum Guide 1998, p. 13) In most cases the project topics result from the research focus of the lecturers. Therefore, the lecturers also decide, whether the focus of the studies goes beyond informatics. In principle, interdisciplinary projects are desirable. At the end of 1997 an internal work group which evaluated the projects concluded that interdisciplinary co-operation with experts and users from non-informatics disciplines and the integration of students from other programmes into the informatics projects should be intensified (see evaluation report (Arbeitsgruppe Evaluation des Projektstudiums 1997).

Topics of projects are analysis, planning, design, introduction and evaluation of computer-based systems and processes. Up to 20 students work in subgroups on special tasks according to the more general project topic and participate in relevant seminars and courses. Mutual information, planning and arrangements are realised in the project plenum. As part of the new regular women`s only course offers female graduate students will profit from cooperations which will be built up for undergraduate studies. The graduate programme will set up women`s only interdisciplinary projects with the above mentioned disciplines. During a testing period of 4 to 5 years several interdisciplinary projects with various disciplines could thus be offered. Because their content and structure will have to differ from usual informatics` projects female students might choose such mono-educational offers particularly according to their subject-related interests.

All project courses should be held by two lecturers from the co-operating disciplines. The female participants should come from both disciplines, too. Thus, female students and lecturers of the respective disciplines become visible for each other and will slowly develop their own interdisciplinary exchanges. Later this co-operation might extend to the theses.

An important goal of projects is to develop abilities for team-oriented work. Working in interdisciplinary teams is an important job feature for informatics' specialists. It remains to be studied to which extent this goal is indeed achieved in projects. Experiences in
Bremen emphasise that the success of student projects depends especially on group-related processes. However academic staff is not prepared systematically for the didactic component of their academic career. Some attend lectures in didactics, but otherwise, personal good or bad experiences become the basis for didactic decisions. The evaluation report of the Bremen work group on students’ projects indicates this problem area, too.

To achieve the learning effects intended by the projects an improved support in preparing the lecturers is required. Especially while mentoring group-related processes lecturers ought to be able to register and react to gender-related phenomena. Lecturers and student tutors should develop an awareness for unequal communication situations that are among other things characterised by gender relations and they should learn how to deal with them. School research has repeatedly proved that good intentions will not suffice in this respect and a purposefully didactic further education or supervision is necessary (Kreienbaum 1999, Nyssen 1994, Nyssen 1996, Volmerg et al. 1996). The same applies to adult education (Derichs-Kunstmann et al. 1999). At the Berlin University for Applied Sciences and Technology first steps were taken to combine university didactics with gender-specific working methods at university (see Erlemann 99).

With the intended introduction of interdisciplinary women’s projects more attention should be paid to project communication. A comparative study of coeducational and mono-educational projects may indicate problem areas and possibilities for improvement.

3.3. New Concepts to Introduce Practical Informatics and Mathematics

Undergraduate studies in practical informatics and mathematics are to be examined as further reform areas within the framework of new regular course offers for female students. The goal of the new concept is to acknowledge women’s different prerequisites with respect to their mathematical, programming-related and practical computing experiences.

While evaluating Informatica Feminale it became evident that lacking programming experience results in problems for female students in their undergraduate studies. The need for programming courses was considerable. In 1998 more than two thirds of the registered female students wanted to take part in the only offered programming course. Six programming courses were offered in the second summer programme of Informatica Feminale, but the request was again bigger than the offer. From such programming courses female students did not expect to learn the syntax of “the most modern programming language” but to acquire systematic programming abilities: How to approach a problem, how to convert the problem into a special language, to what extent does a programming environment help to check a solution? Additionally, they were interested in systematic categorisation of the particular language with respect to different programming paradigms: How do programming concepts and language concepts match?
A new introduction to practical informatics could be derived from the concept "Introduction to Interactive Programming" (Stein 1999) developed by Lynn Andrea Stein at the MIT within the framework of the "Rethinking CS101 Project". This approach was already practised in Germany and Sweden by the informatics professor Debora Weber-Wulff from Berlin (Weber-Wulff 1999). Also at the summer programme 1999, it got a very positive reception. As other international experiences show especially students with little programming practice get along with it very well. A characteristic of this approach is that student performance is evaluated not only on the basis of the written code but also on the basis of descriptions of the attempted solutions and the related argumentation.

Not only their lacking programming knowledge and experience leads to problems for female students, but also the lack of introduction to general of infrastructure, e.g. the use of Unix or the Internet services. Informatics' programmes do not offer a sufficient number of courses in this regard although such knowledge is crucial for further academic studies.

The outlined reform project shall offer courses exclusively for women in order to compensate for different prerequisite knowledge. The new kinds of introductory courses to practical informatics are to be offered mono-educationally for women in parallel to the standard courses.

*Undergraduate studies in mathematics* may cause great problems for male and female first year students especially if they have started with university years after they left school. Furthermore, maths classes taught in school were sometimes very different from mathematics at university. In addition one should bear in mind that not many women of those we want to attract will have chosen mathematics as a main subject in school. A preparatory course in mathematics or a special (re-)introductory course for women might help female students over their first year.

During the summer programme of Informatica Feminale in 1999 new math course concepts were tried out. Working on exemplary topics from mathematics and theoretical informatics they asked: "What does mathematics achieve? Where are its borders? What makes a good definition and a good proof? What kinds of definitions are useful and what for?" This way students were taught a general approach to mathematics and got convinced of its fundamental necessity for their studies. Numerous didactical and methodical hints for math education can be found in a publication from Hanna 1996. Realising these measures requires a close co-ordination with colleagues from mathematics. In Bremen the prospects for such co-operation are positive due to the fact that of the two disciplines mathematics and informatics are located in one department.

### 3.4. Integrating the Summer Programme of Informatica Feminale

To offer mono-educational courses to women over a broad variety of topics and for all phases of the studies, it will be necessary to continue the summer programme of Informatica Feminale as a regular curricular offer. Already for the past two years female first year students in Bremen used parts of the summer programmes as preparatory courses. But still many offers could be enlarged with regard to the approach of new
target groups of women. Parts of the summer programme have already been formally integrated into the regular informatics programme in that credit points are awarded for its courses.

At the same time the summer programme’s open concept will help to counteract the study culture in informatics that excludes women (see Schinzel et al. 1999). In the intensive co-operation with many different female lecturers (university lecturers, professors and scientists, women working in informatics and competent female students) students get to know different role models and get opportunities to exchange experiences on different study situations and places of study. Lectures delivered by women working in industry, special lectures on careers’ guidance held by careers’ advisers, and special job markets with computing companies provide many ideas to female students to evaluate their own chances on the labour market. Future summer programme should offer even more courses on this.

Finally, the summer programmes create room for women to discuss about technology among themselves and free from gender-specifically pre-structured expectations and assignments. In study and working life this kind of discussion takes place under the critical observation of male fellow students and colleagues. At the same time such discussions represent a considerable amount of the everyday talk especially in informatics.

Informatica Feminale gives female students the possibility to get acquainted with mono-educational learning situations without any obligation. Many attendants reported no previous experience with women’s-only lectures. They decided to attend the summer courses because of the attractive topics offered and in spite of the mono-educational learning situation. After a few days they were generally satisfied with the unusual but constructive learning situation they experienced. At the end of the two weeks of summer programme students named the mono-educational learning situation as a primary reason for attending again in the following year. An evaluation showed that the students achieved an increased self-confidence for their continuing studies at their home universities and they actually used it in mixed-gender work groups explicitly, calling for equal co-operation with male fellow students. Therefore, it is to be expected that female students in Bremen will benefit from Informatica Feminale and in future will decide in favour of other mono-educational study offers, too.

3.5. Connecting University Studies with Student Job Interests

Male students of informatics tend to have more previous computing experiences than female students, and thus have an advantage while tackling the first phases of their studies as well as securing their living from the beginning of their studies. Money remains a major problem for many female students during their undergraduate studies.

The majority of today’s informatics students only study part-time. This does not match with officially planned study organisation. Relatively well-paid jobs impede studying for university and often lead to dropout. Many students assume that their jobs in the media or data processing areas correspond in many ways to what they will do after graduation.
But the installation of standard software, users consulting and programming according to instructions represents just a minor part of qualified informatics-related activities. So far, there has been no systematic assessment of students jobs and of the ways in which the experiences they gain supplement the specialised knowledge they achieve in academic studies.

Such an investigation of student side jobs should be carried out at least for Bremen and should especially pay attention whether patterns occur that are different for male and female students. Based on such an investigation women are to be purposefully supported and advised while searching and deciding for a side job, so that it will supplement their informatics’ studies in a useful manner.

Practical job experiences should become a topic for seminars on professional orientation, where these experiences could be discussed and evaluated together with invited informatics experts. External lecturers and guests can illustrate the variety of professional activities in informatics and point out the relations between academic subjects and their practical application.

During graduate studies lectures on how to start up a small company could be offered especially to women. Today, this question becomes relevant for informatics’ students very early. Methods of positive self-presentation ought to be taught and practised in this context, too. This is particularly important for women who – according to empirical studies - tend to underestimate their own capabilities despite a good exams (in relation to informatics see Schinzel et al. 1999).

4. Summary

Numerous factors determine, whether women can be convinced to study a technical disciplines. Even if the academic institutions have no influence on many issues in this context, a lot must be done in the respective disciplines. The discipline of informatics is still relatively young and was more attractive to women when it was established in West Germany in the early seventies than it is today: more than 20% of all first year students were female. In the meantime, informatics has achieved a technical image and in school boys have taken it over as their subject. Technical competence matches the social image of masculinity. Women with interests in technology must free themselves from this stereotype. Many women succeed in doing so only after they have left school and have decided for a career without technological relations. These potential candidates for informatics are to be addressed, they have to be integrated with all their differing knowledge and experiences.

For this reason we suggest to realise regular course offers to women within the framework of a coeducational programme in order to compensate the widespread deficits in mathematics and programming and to meet women’s broad interests in informatics and other disciplines. The courses offered in the summer programme of Informatica Feminale are an important part of this initiative.
Experiences in introducing special study offers for women show that some further aspects of implementation are to be considered for a long-term success:

Professional marketing is necessary to point out the planned measures for study reform for women. Goals and activities must become visible inside and outside the university for example by means of press and public relations’ materials. The integration of companies with a credible interest in good female graduates is another very useful factor. As a consequence, women with many interests may feel welcome as students and professionals in informatics, and therefore they may accept the special course offers.

The planned measures for programme reform activities cannot be realised by the women in the department alone. Female and male lecturers as well as male students have to be involved. It is especially important to create an awareness of different prerequisites and approaches to an informatics programme that does not exclude anyone. The described options for reform in a coeducational and women-related informatics programme refer to areas where changes will effect benefits for all students in the long term.
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